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INTERFACE ASYMPTOTICS OF EIGENSPACE WIGNER
DISTRIBUTIONS FOR THE HARMONIC OSCILLATOR
BORIS HANIN AND STEVE ZELDITCH
Abstract. Eigenspaces of the quantum isotropic Harmonic Oscillator pH~ :“ ´~22 ∆ `
1
2 ||x||2 on Rd have extremally high multiplicites and the eigenspace projections Π~,EN p~q
have special asymptotic properties. This article gives a detailed study of their Wigner dis-
tributions W~,EN p~qpx, ξq. Heuristically, if EN p~q “ E, W~,EN p~qpx, ξq is the ‘quantization’
of the energy surface ΣE , and should be like the delta-function δΣE on ΣE ; rigorously,
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq tends in a weak* sense to δΣE . But its pointwise asymptotics and scaling
asymptotics have more structure. The main results give Bessel asymptotics of W~,EN p~qpx, ξq
in the interior Hpx, ξq ă E of ΣE ; interface Airy scaling asymptotics in tubes of radius ~2{3
around ΣE , with px, ξq either in the interior or exterior of the energy ball; and exponential
decay rate sin the exterior of the energy surface.
1. Introduction
This article is part of a series [HZZ15, ZZ16] studying the scaling asymptotics of spectral
projection kernels along interfaces between allowed and forbidden regions. In this article, we
are concerned with semi-classical Wigner distributions,
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq :“
ż
Rd
Π~,EN p~q
´
x` v
2
, x´ v
2
¯
e´
i
~v¨ξ dvp2pihqd (1)
of the eigenspace projections Π~,EN p~qpx, yq for the isotropic Harmonic Oscillator
pH~ “ dÿ
j“1
ˆ
´~
2
2
B2
Bx2j
` x
2
j
2
˙
on L2pRd, dxq. (2)
The notation in (1) is as follows: the spectrum of (2) consists of the eigenvalues
ENp~q “ ~ pN ` d{2q , pN “ 0, 1, 2, . . . q (3)
with multiplicities given by the composition function ppN, dq of N and d (i.e. the number of
ways to write N as an ordered sum of d non-negative integers). That is, the eigenspaces
V~,EN p~q :“ tψ P L2pRdq : pH~ψ “ ENp~qψu, (4)
have dimensions given by
dimV~,EN p~q “ ppN, dq » Nd´1. (5)
Due to extreme degeneracy of the spectrum of (2) when d ě 2, the eigenspace projections
Π~,EN p~q : L
2pRdq Ñ V~,EN p~q (6)
Research partially supported by NSF grant DMS-1810747.
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Figure 1. The Wigner function W~,EN p~q of the eigenspace projection Π~,EN p~q
is always radial (see Proposition 1.2). Displayed above is the graph of W~,EN p~q
as a function of the radial variable when N, ~ are such that ENp~q “ ~pN `
d{2q “ 1{2.
have very special properties reflecting the periodicity of the classical Hamiltonian flow and
of the Schro¨dinger propagator expr´ it~ pH~s (see Definition 1.1 for notation). The focus of this
article is on the Wigner distributions of individual eigenspace projections.
Definition 1.1. The Wigner distributions W~,EN p~qpx, pq P L2pT ˚Rdq of the eigenspace
projections Π~,EN p~q are defined by,
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “
ż
Rd
Π~,EN p~q
´
x` v
2
, x´ v
2
¯
e´
i
~v¨ξ dvp2pihqd . (7)
When ENp~q “ E, i.e.
~ “ ~NpEq :“ E
N ` d
2
, (8)
the Wigner distribution W~,EN p~q of a single eigenspace projection (7) is the ‘quantization’
of the energy surface of energy E and should therefore be localized at the classical energy
level Hpx, ξq “ E, where Hpx, ξq “ 1
2
řd
j“1pξ2j ` x2jq. We denote the (energy) level sets by
ΣE “ tpx, ξq P T ˚Rd : Hpx, ξq :“ 12p||x||2 ` ||ξ||2q “ Eu. (9)
The Hamiltonian flow of H is 2pi periodic, and its orbits form the complex projective space
CPd´1 » ΣE{ „ where „ is the equivalence relation of belonging to the same Hamilton orbit.
Due to this periodicity, the projections (6) are semi-classical Fourier integral operators (see
[GU12, HZZ15]). This is also true for the Wigner distributions (7). Their properties are
basically unique to the isotropic oscillator (2) and that is the motivation to single them out
in this article1. These properties are visible in Figure 1.1 depicting the graph of W~,1{2.
Wigner distributions were introduced in [W32] as phase space densities. Heuristically, the
Wigner distribution (6) is a kind of probability density in phase space of finding a particle of
energy ENp~q at the point px, ξq P T ˚Rd. This is not literally true, since W~,EN p~qpx, ξq is not
1See Section 1.8 for a more precise statement.
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positive: it oscillates with heavy tails inside the energy surface (9), has a kind of transition
across ΣE and then decays rapidly outside the energy surface. The purpose of this paper
is to give detailed results on the concentration and oscillation properties of these Wigner
distributions in three phase space regimes, depending on the position of px, ξq with respect
to ΣE. The main results of this article are:
(1) Theorem 1.5, giving the interior Bessel asymptotics for Hpx, ξq ă E;
(2) Theorem 1.4, giving the interface Airy scaling asymptotics of the Wigner distributions
(7) in tubes of radius ~2{3 around ΣE, with px, ξq either in the interior or exterior of
the energy ball;
(3) Proposition 1.7, giving the exponential decay rate in the exterior of the energy surface.
Of these results, the scaling asymptotics around ΣE is the most novel and is part of a more
general program to analyse spectral scaling asymptotics around various types of interfaces.
In a subsequent article [HZ19A], we consider Wigner distributions of more general spectral
projections for ‘windows’ of eigenvalues of varying widths and centers. When one sums
over large enough windows, the scaling asymptotics should be universal, and that is the
subject of [HZ19B]. Wigner distributions of individual eigenspace projections of the isotropic
harmonic oscillator have special asymptotics and are not universal. For general Schro¨dinger
operarators, whose classical Hamiltonian flows are non-periodic and whose eigenspaces are
not of ‘maximal multiplicity’, the generalization of individual eigenspace projections of (2)
is spectral projections for a window of width ~ around an energy level. In general, even for
generic Harmonic oscillators, one would get an asymptotic expansion in terms of periodic
orbits. Since all orbits of the classical isotropic oscillator are periodic, the asymptotics may
be stated without reference to periodic orbits.
1.1. Statement of results. The first result is an exact formula for the Wigner distributions
(7) of the eigenspace projections for the isotropic Harmonic oscillator in terms of Laguerre
functions (see Appendix 5.2 and [T] for background on Laguerre functions).
Proposition 1.2. The Wigner distribution of Definition 1.1 is given by,
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “
p´1qN
ppi~qd e
´2H{~Lpd´1qN p4H{~q, H “ Hpx, ξq “
|x|2 ` |ξ|2
2
, (10)
where L
pd´1q
N is the associated Laguerre polynomial of degree N and type d´ 1.
In dimension d “ 1 the formula was proved in [O, JZ]. The authors did not find the formula
in the literature for d ą 1, but essentially the same formula is proved in [T, Theorem 1.3.5]
for matrix elements of the Heisenberg group; by [F, (1.89)] the latter are related to the
Wigner distributions by the change of variables px, ξq Ñ p´2ξ, 2xq and a multiplication by
2d. We follow in Section 3.2 the technique in [T] to give a brief derivation of Proposition 1.2
as a corollary of Proposition 1.9 below. A proof that W~,EN p~q is a radial function on T ˚Rn
using its symmetry properties and no special calculations is given in Section 2.3.
The second result is a weak* limit result for normalized Wigner distributions.
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Figure 2. The Wigner function W~,EN p~q of the eigenspace projection Π~,EN p~q
is always radial (see Proposition 1.2). Displayed above is the graph of the
Airy function (orange) and of W~,EN p~q with N “ 500 (blue) as a function
of the rescaled radial variable ρ in a ~2{3 tube around the energy surface
Hpx, ξq “ ENp~q “ 1{2. Theorem 1.4 predicts that, when properly scaled,
W~,EN p~q should converge to the Airy function (with the rate of convergence
being slower farther from the energy surface, which is defined here by ρ “ 0).
Proposition 1.3. Let a0 be a semi-classical symbol of order zero and let Op
w
h paq be its Weyl
quantization. Then, as ~Ñ 0, with ENp~q Ñ E,
1
dimV~,EN p~q
ż
T˚Rd
a0px, ξqW~,EN p~qpx, ξqdxdξ Ñ
ż´
ΣE
a0dµE,
where dµE is Liouville measure on ΣE and
ş´
ΣE
a0dµE “ 1µEpΣEq
ş
ΣE
a0dµE.
Thus, W~,EN p~qpx, ξq Ñ δΣE in the sense of weak* convergence. But this limit is due to
the oscillations inside the energy ball; the pointwise asymptotics are far more complicated.
The proof is given in Section 4.7 as a corollary of the pointwise asymptotics of the Wigner
function (or, more precisely, its proof).
1.2. Interface asymptotics for Wigner distributions of individual eigenspace pro-
jections. Our first main result gives the scaling asymptotics for the Wigner functionW~,EN p~qpx, ξq
of the projection onto the E-eigenspace of pH~ when px, ξq lies in an ~2{3 neighborhood of the
energy surface ΣE.
Theorem 1.4. Fix E ą 0, d ě 1, ε ą 0. Assume ENp~q “ E and let ~ “ ~NpEq, as in (8).
Suppose px, ξq P T ˚Rd satisfies
Hpx, ξq “ E ` u
ˆ
~
2E
˙2{3
, u P R, Hpx, ξq “ ‖x‖
2 ` ‖ξ‖2
2
(11)
with |u| ă ~p´1`εq{3. Then,
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “
2
p2pi~qd
ˆ
~
2E
˙1{3 `
Aipu{Eq ` Op~1´ε |u|3q˘ . (12)
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When u ą 0, we also have the estimate
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “
2
p2pi~qd
ˆ
~
2E
˙1{3
Aipu{Eq `1`O `p1` |u|q3{2 |u| ~2{3˘˘ .
Here, Aipxq is the Airy function. The Airy scaling of W~,EN p~q is illustrated in Figure 2. We
give two proofs of Theorem 1.4. The first is based on special functions; the asymptotics are
obtained from Proposition 1.2 and results on Laguerre functions due to Olver [O], Franzen-
Wong [FW] (see Proposition 4.1). The second proof is self-contained and uses semi-classical
parametrices for W~,EN p~q (see Section 4.1).
The assumption (11) may be stated more invariantly that px, ξq lies in the tube of radius
Op~2{3q around ΣE defined by the gradient flow of H with respect to the Euclidean metric
on T ˚Rd. The asymptotics are illustrated in Figure 2. Due to the behavior of the Airy
function Aipsq, these formulae show that in the semi-classical limit ~ Ñ 0, ENp~q Ñ E,
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq concentrates on the energy surface surface ΣE, is oscillatory inside the energy
ball tH ď Eu and is exponentially decaying outside the ball. There is a more complicated
but more complete result which requires some notation Bpsq and α0psq defined in Section
4.1; we defer the statement since it is too lengthy to define all the notation here.
1.3. Interior Bessel and Trigonometric asymptotics. In addition to the Airy asymp-
totics in an ~2{3-tube around ΣE, classical asymptotics of Laguerre functions (see [AT15,
AT15b] for recent results and references) show that when Hpx, ξq « ~2 (i.e. px, ξq is a dsi-
tance at most ~ form the origin in phase space), W~,EN p~qpx, ξq exhibits Bessel asymptotics
and trigonometric asymptotics farther into the interior of ΣE (i.e. when Hpx, ξq " ~2). We
record the precise asymptotic statements in Theorem 1.5 below. To state it we define for
t P r0, 1q,
Aptq “ 1
2
r?t´ t2 ` sin´1?ts, t P r0, 1s.
For t ă 0 the sin´1 is replaced by sinh´1 and the 1
2
by i{2. The function Aptq appears in
the uniform asymptotic expansions of Laguerre polynomials L
pαq
n (see [FW, (2.7)]). Also, let
Jd´1 be the Bessel function (of the first kind) of index d´ 1.
Theorem 1.5. Fix E ą 0 and suppose ENp~q “ E. For each px, ξq P T ˚Rd write
HE :“ Hpx, ξq
E
“ ‖x‖
2 ` ‖ξ‖2
2E
, νE :“ 4E~ .
Fix 0 ă a ă 1{2. Uniformly over a ď HE ď 1´ a, there is an asymptotic expansion,
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “
2
p2pi~qd
„
Jd´1pνEApHEqq
ApHEqd´1 α0pHEq `O
ˆ
ν´1E
∣∣∣∣JdpνEApHEqqApHEqd
∣∣∣∣˙ . (13)
In particular, uniformly over HE in a compact subset of p0, 1q, we find
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “ p2pi~q´d`1{2PH,E cos pξ~,E,Hq `O
`
~´d`3{2
˘
, (14)
where we’ve set
ξ~,E,H “ ´pi
4
´ 2H
~
`
H´1E ´ 1
˘1{2 ` 2E
~
cos´1
´
H
1{2
E
¯
and
PE,H :“
´
piE1{2
`
H´1E ´ 1
˘1{4 pHEqd{2¯´1 .
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We prove Theorem 1.5 in Section 4.4. We also give an independent semiclassical proof of
(14) in Section 4.5. Note that Aptq „ ?t when t is near 0. Hence, although Theorem 1.5 does
not strictly apply when px, ξq is a distance ~ form the origin, the relation (13) suggests that
if the distance from px, ξq to the origin is on the order ~, the Wigner function W~,EN p~qpx, ξq
behaves like a normalized version of Jd´1ptq{td´1, up to constant factors (this fact can also
be see by directly setting Hpx, ξq “ ~2ρ in Proposition 1.2). The small ball behavior of
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq is investigated in Sections 1.4 and 1.6 below (see also Figure 3).
1.4. Small ball integrals. The interior Bessel asymptotics do not encompass the behavior
of W~,EN p~q in shrinking balls around ρ “ 0. In that case, we have,
Proposition 1.6. For ε ą 0 sufficiently small and for any apx, ξq P CbpT ˚Rdq,ż
T˚Rd
apx, ξqW~,EN p~qpx, ξqψε,~px, ξqdxdξ “ Op~
1´d
2
´2dε ‖a‖L8pB0p~1{2´εqqq. (15)
where ψε,~ is a smooth radial cut-off that is identically 1 on the ball of radius ~1{2´ε and is
identically 0 outside the ball of radius 2~1{2´ε.
1.5. Exterior asymptotics. If ENp~q Ñ E, then W~,EN p~qpx, ξq concentrates on ΣE and is
exponentially decaying in the complement H “ Hpx, ξq ą E. The precise statement is,
Proposition 1.7. Suppose that HE “ Hpx, ξq{E ą 1 and let ENp~q “ E. Then, there
exists C1 ą 0 so that
|W~,EN p~qpx, ξq| ď C1~´d`
1
2 e´
2E
~ r
?
H2E´HE´cosh´1
?
HEs.
Moreover, as Hpx, ξq Ñ 8, there exists C2 ą 0 so that
|W~,EN p~qpx, ξq| ď C2~´d`
1
2 e´
2Hpx,ξq
~ .
This result is proved in Section 4.3 as a simple consequence of classical asymptotics of
Laguerre functions reviewed in Section 4.2.
1.6. Supremum at ρ “ 0. The origin ρ “ 0 is the point at which W~,EN p~q has its global
maximum (see Figure 1.6). We have,
W~,EN p~qp0, 0q “ p´1q
N
ppi~qd L
d´1
N p0q “ p´1q
N
ppi~qd
ΓpN`dq
ΓpN`1qΓpdq » p´1q
N
pid
Cd~´dNd´1. (16)
The last statement follows from the explicit formula L
pd´1q
N p0q “ ΓpN`dqΓpN`1qΓpdq “ pN`d´1q!N !pd´1q! (see
e.g. [T, (1.1.39)]).
The fact that 0 is a local maximum can be seen from the eigenvalue equation (30) below;
since it is radial function, a negative value of its Laplacian at 0 is equivalent to its Hessian
being negative definite. The fact that it is a global maximum follows from Proposition 1.2
and the known properties of Laguerre polynomials. We briefly discuss why the maximum is
so large in Section 2.7.
On the complement of the ball Bp0, ~12´εq, the Wigner distribution is much smaller than at
its maximum. The following is proved by combining the estimates of Theorem 1.4 , Theorem
1.5 and Proposition 1.7.
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Figure 3. The Wigner function W~,EN p~q of the eigenspace projection Π~,EN p~q
is always radial (see Proposition 1.2). Displayed above is the blow-up of the
Wigner function at p0, 0q.
Proposition 1.8. For any ε ą 0,
sup
px,ξq:Hpx,ξqěε
|W~,EN p~qpx, ξq| ď C~´d`
1
3 .
The supremum in this region is achieved in tH ď Eu at px, ξq satisfying (11) where u is the
global maximum of Aipxq.
1.7. Outline of proofs. The main object in the study of the eigenspace projections of
Definition 1.1 is the Wigner function of the propagator. By ‘propagator’ is meant the solution
operator of the Cauchy problem for the Schro¨dinger equation
i~
B
Btu “
pH~u,
and its Schwartz kernel is thus given by
Uhpt, x, yq “ e´ ih t pHhpx, yq. (17)
The special feature of the isotropic oscillator is that we may express individual eigenspace
projections as Fourier components of the Propagator U~ptq “ e´i t~ Hˆ~ . On the level of
Schwartz kernels,
Πh,EN p~qpx, yq “
ż pi
´pi
U~pt´ iε, x, yqe´ ih pt´iεqEN p~q dt
2pi
,
where we recall that ENp~q “ ~pN ` d{2q. The Wigner transform is linear on the level of
Schwartz kernels and hence
W~,EN p~q “
ż pi
´pi
U~pt´ iε, x, yqe´ ih pt´iεqEN p~q dt
2pi
, (18)
where U~ is the Wigner function of the propagator.
Proposition 1.9. The Wigner distribution of Uhpt, x, yq is given by
U~pt, x, ξq “ 1p2pi~qd cospt{2q
´d exp
ˆ
´2iH
~
sinpt{2q
cospt{2q
˙
, H “ Hpx, ξq :“ ||x||
2 ` ||ξ||2
2
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Proposition 1.9 is the basic tool underlying the scaling asymptotics of Wigner functions
of eigenspace projections. The Wigner distribution is well-defined as a distribution (see
Section 3.3) but not as a locally L1 function. U~pt, x, ξq is a distribution in t for fixed
px, ξq with Dirac mass singularities at t “ pi ` 4piZ. Despite the singularities it has scaling
asymptotics in different phase space regimes. Combined with (18) it gives scaling asymptotics
of W~,EN p~qpx, ξq.
1.8. Prior and related results. The literature on Wigner distributions and on the isotropic
Harmonic Oscillator is vast. In dimension one, some of the results of this article are proved
in [JZ], and others are stated and to some extent proved in [Ber91], along with more detailed
asymptotics near interfaces. Somewhat surprisingly, the results on Wigner distributions of
spectral projections have not previously been generalized to higher dimensions d ě 2, even
for the model case (2) of the isotropic harmonic oscillator. However, there do exist known
relations between Wigner functions and Laguerre functions [T, F] and we explain how to
use known asymptotics of Laguerre functions (from [FW]) to obtain interface asymptotics
results on Wigner functions. But our ultimate aim is to generalize the results to more general
Schro¨dinger operators, and therefore we also give semi-classical analysis arguments .
It has long been known in dimension d “ 1 [Ber] that Wigner distribution of spectral
projections (corresponding to individual eigenfunctions) of quite general Schro¨dinger opera-
tors exhibit Airy scaling asymptotics in ~2{3 shells around the corresponding energy curve.
In dimension d “ 1, Berry [Ber] obtained the expression for the Wigner function of an
eigenfunction of any Hamiltonian,
W~pq, pq “ C
Apq, pq1{6 Ai
ˆ
´
”
3Apq,pq
2~
ı2{3˙
pi~ 23 rIqp2qIpp1q ´ Ipp2qI1pqqs
1
2
.
Here, Apq, pq is the area between the chord qp and the arc of the boundary between q, p. Of
course, in dimension one the Schro¨dinger operator is an ODE and the techniques available
there do not generalize to higher dimensions. See also [O] for many results in the one-
dimensional case.
In [HZZ16], the authors studied the configuration space spectral projections kernels Π~N ,E
for a fixed energy level E for the isotropic Harmonic oscillator in Rd. The allowed region in
configuration space is the projection AE “ pipΣEq Ă Rd where pi : T ˚Rd Ñ Rd is the natural
projection. The interface is the caustic CE “ tx P Rd : 12 ||x||2 “ Eu, i.e. the projection of
the points of ΣE where ξ “ 0. Theorem 1.1 of [HZZ16] gives Airy scaling asymptotics of
Π~N ,Epx, yq for x, y in an ~2{3 neighborhood of CE. Theorem 1.4 of the present article is a
lift of this result to phase space.
In [ZZ16], Zelditch-Zhou studied scaling asymptotics around ΣE of the so-called Husimi
distribution of Π~,EN p~q rather than the Wigner distribution. The Husimi distribution is the
covariant symbol (value on the diagonal) of the conjugate B~˚Π~,EN p~qB~˚ of the eigenspace
projection by the Bargmann transform to the holomorphic Bargmann-Fock space. The
Husimi distribution is the density obtained by holomorphic quantization of the eigenspace
projection and is a kind of Gaussian coherent state centered on Σ with Gaussian decay in a
tube of radius N´
1
2 in the normal directions. Thus, the phase space interface scaling around
ΣE is very different in the two representations. The exact relation between the two phase
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space distributions was given by Cahill-Glauber [CG69I, (7.32)] (see also [CG69II, (6.32)]
and [Oz, (5.32)]), who showed that the Bargmann-Fock (Husimi distribution) is a Gaussian
convolution of the Wigner distribution.
At the beginning of this article, it is stated that the isotropic quantum oscillator (2) is the
unique Schro¨dinger operator with its exceptionally high eigenvalue multiplicities (degenera-
cies). Suppose that ´h2∆ ` |x|2 ` V on Rd is a Schro¨dinger operator with a potential V
of quadratic growth, and suppose that it has the same eigenvalue multiplicities as the un-
perturbed isotropic oscillator (2). Then it is a ‘maximally degenerate’ Schro¨dinger operator
in the sense of [Z96]. As proved in that article, it must have periodic classical Hamiltonian
flow and then, by results of Weinstein, Widom and Guillemin on compact manifolds (see
[G78] for background) and of Chazaraint for Schro¨dinger operators on Rd, [Ch80], the eigen-
values concentrate in ‘clusters’ around the arithmetic progression ~pN ` d
2
q; a recent article
studying perturbations of (2) is [GU12]. Maximal degeneracy means that every cluster has
just one distinct eigenvalue. We are not aware of a proof that there exist no ‘maximally
degenerate’ perturbations of the semi-classial Schro¨dinger operator (2) but it seems that
the techniques of [Z96] might yield the result that (2) is the unique maximally degenerate
analytic Schro¨dinger operator on Rd with a quadratic growth potential. We plan to consider
this problem elsewhere and do not discuss it further here.
2. Background
It is well-known that the spectrum of pH~ in the isotropic case consists of the eigenvalues
(3), and one has the spectral decomposition
L2pRd, dxq “ à
NPN
V~,EN p~q, pH~|Vh,EN p~q “ ~pN ` d2q (19)
An orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions of (2) is given by scaled Hermite functions,
ϕα,hpxq “ h´d{4pα
`
x ¨ h´1{2˘ e´x2{2h, (20)
where α “ pα1, . . . , αdq ě p0, . . . , 0q is a d´dimensional multi-index and pαpxq is the productśd
j“1 pαjpxjq of the hermite polynomials pk (of degree k) in one variable. The eigenvalue of
ϕα,h is given by
Hhϕα,h “ hp|α| ` d{2qϕα,h. (21)
The multiplicity of the eigenvalue hp|α|`d{2q is the partition function of |α|, i.e. the number
of α “ pα1, . . . , αdq ě p0, . . . , 0q with a fixed value of |α|. The spectral projections (6) are
given by
Π~,EN p~qpx, yq :“
ÿ
|α|“N
ϕα,hN pxqϕα,hN pyq. (22)
2.1. Semi-classical scaling. To clarify the roles of E,N, ~ and to facilitate comparisons
to references such as [F] which do not employ the semi-classical scaling (22), we record the
following notation throughout the article.
‚ For (2) with ~ “ 1, the eigenvalues are ENp1q “ N` d2 with corresponding eigenspaces
VN “ V1,EN p1q (see (3)). We denote by ΠN : L2pRdq Ñ VN the orthogonal projections
(again, with ~ “ 1, E “ ENp1q.
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‚ The projections Π~,EN p~q (22) (see also (3)) are related to ΠN by
Π~,EN p~qpx, yq “ ~´d{2ΠNp~´1{2x, ~´1{2yq.
‚ The Wigner distribution of ΠN is denoted by,
WNpx, ξq :“
ż
Rd
ΠN
´
x` v
2
, x´ v
2
¯
eivp
dv
p2piqd . (23)
‚ The Wigner distribution of Π~,EN p~q is
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “
ż
Rd
Π~,EN p~q
´
x` v
2
, x´ v
2
¯
e´
i
~v¨ξ dvp2pi~qd .
It is related to that of ΠN by
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “ ~´dWN
`
x{~1{2, ξ{~1{2˘ . (24)
2.2. Weyl pseudo-differential operators, metaplectic covariance and Wigner dis-
tributions. A semi-classical Weyl pseudo-differential operator is defined by the formula,
Opwh paqupxq “
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
a~p12px` yq, ξqe
i
~ xx´y,ξyupyqdydξ.
We refer to [F, Zw] for background.
A key property of Weyl quantization is the so-called metaplectic covariance. Let Spp2d, |Rq “
SppT ˚Rd, σq denote the symplectic group and let µpgq denote the metaplectic representation
of its double cover. Then, µpgqOpwh paqµpgq “ Opwh pa ˝ Tgq, where Tg : T ˚Rd Ñ T ˚Rd denotes
translation by g.
In particular, U P Updq acts on L2pT ˚Rdq by translation TU of functions, using the iden-
tification T ˚Rd » Cd defined by the standard complex structure J . Updq Ă Spp2d,Rq is a
subgroup of the symplectic group and the complete symbol Hpx, ξq of (2) is Updq invariant,
so by metaplectic covariance, Hˆ~ commutes with the metaplectic represenation of Updq.
2.3. Proof that the Wigner distribution is radial. The fact that the Wigner distri-
bution (7) is radial can be seen from the Updq symmetry of the isotropic oscillator without
calculations. As mentioned above, the classical Hamiltonian Hpx, ξq “ 1
2
p||x||2 ` ||ξ||2q
is invariant under the standard action of the unitary group Updq on Cd » T ˚Rd. Since
Updq Ă Spp2d,Rq “ SppT ˚Rd, σq is a subgroup of the symplectic group, the action is quan-
tized by the metaplectic representation on L2pRdq and commutes with Hˆ~ and therefore with
Π~,EN p~q. By metaplectic covariance, the Wigner function is invariant under the lift of the
Upnq action to T ˚Rd, so that, all U P UpNq,
WU˚Π~,EN p~qUpx, ξq “ W~,EN p~qpUpx, ξqq.
This gives a simple explanation of the fact that W~,EN p~q is a function of ||x||2 ` ||ξ||2. In
particular, the S1 subgroup eitHˆ generated by the isotropic Harmonic Oscillator corresponds
to the periodic Hamiltonian flow exp tΞH of the classical oscillator, and W~,E´Np~q is invariant
under this group.
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2.4. Trace and Hilbert-Schmidt properties. It follows that Π~,EN p~q. By using the
identity
xOpwpaqf, fy “
ż
T˚Rd
apx, ξqWf,f px, ξqdxdξ,
of [F, Proposition 2.5] for orthonormal basis elements f “ ϕα,~N of V~,EN p~q and summing
over α, one obtains the (well-known) identity,
TrOpwh paqΠ~,EN p~q “
ż
T˚Rd
apx, ξqW~,EN p~qpx, ξqdxdξ. (25)
Further, the Wigner transform (1) taking kernels to Wigner functions is an isometry from
Hilbert-Schmidt kernels Kpx, yq on RdˆRd to their Wigner distributions on T ˚Rd [F]. From
(25) and this isometry, it is straightforward to check that,$’’’’’&’’’’’%
piq ş
T˚RdW~,EN p~qpx, ξqdxdξ “ TrΠ~,EN p~q “ dimV~,EN p~q “
`
N`d´1
d´1
˘
piiq ş
T˚Rd
ˇˇ
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq
ˇˇ2
dxdξ “ TrΠ2~,EN p~q “ dimV~,EN p~q “
`
N`d´1
d´1
˘
piiiq ş
T˚RdW~,EN p~qpx, ξqW~,EM p~qpx, ξqdxdξ “ TrΠ~,EN p~qΠ~,EM p~q “ 0, for M ­“ N.
,
(26)
In these equations, N “ E~ ´ d2 , and
`
N`d´1
d´1
˘
is the composition function of pN, dq (i.e. the
number of ways to write N as an ordered us of d non-negative integers). Thus, the sequence,
t 1a
dimV~,EN p~q
W~,EN p~qu8N“1 Ă L2pR2nq
is orthonormal.
In comparing (25), (26)(i)-(ii) one should keep in mind that W~,EN p~q is rapidly oscillating
in tH ď Eu with slowly decaying tails in the interior of tH ď Eu, with a large ‘bump’ near
ΣE and with maximum given by Proposition 1.8. Integrals (e.g. of a ” 1) against W~,EN p~q
involve a lot of cancellation due to the oscillations. The square integrals in (ii) enhance the
‘bump’ and decrease the tails and of course are positive.
2.5. The Wigner transform. For any Schwartz kernel K~ P L2pRd ˆ Rdq one may define
the Wigner distribution of K~ by
WK,~px, ξq :“ p2pi~q´d
ż
Rd
K~
´
x` v
2
, x´ v
2
¯
e´
i
~vξ
dv
p2pihqd , (27)
As mentioned in Section 2.4, the map from K~ Ñ WK,~ defines a unitary operator
W~ : L2pRd ˆ Rdq Ñ L2pT ˚Rdq,
which we will call the ‘Wigner transform’.
The unitary group Updq acts on L2pRd ˆ Rdq by conjugation,Upgq ¨K “ gKg˚. where we
identify Kpx, yq P L2pRd ˆ Rdq with the associated Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Metaplectic
covariance implies that,
W~Upgq “ TgW~.
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2.6. Eigenvalue equation. We employ the well-known semi-classical Moyal ˚~ product
on symbols of Weyl pseudo-differential operators is defined by [F, Sh]
Opw~ paq ˝Opw~ pbq “ Opw~ pa ˚~ bq.
The Wigner distribution W~,EN p~q is the Weyl symbol of the eigenspace projection Π~,EN p~q.
The eigenvalue equation,
Hˆ~Π~,EN p~q “ ENp~qΠ~,EN p~q
gives
H ˚~W~,EN p~q “ W~,EN p~q ˚~ H “ ENp~qW~,EN p~q. (28)
It is proved in Section 2.3 that W~,EN p~q is a radial function on R2n, the explicit formula
being given in Proposition 1.2. Up to a scalar fixed by the trace identities, W~,EN p~q is the
only radial solution of these equations. Indeed, the equations (28) are equivalent to,
1
2
˜ÿ
j
ˆ
xj ` i~
2
Bξj
˙2
`
ˆ
ξj ` i~
2
Bxj
˙2¸
W~,EN p~q “ ENp~qW~,EN p~q. (29)
This equation is related to that of [T, (1.3.14)]. The imaginary part vanishes, pxjBξj ´
ξjBxjqW~,E “ 0, @j, since W~,EN p~q is radial. We then simplify (29) toˆ
´~
2
8
p∆ξ `∆xq `Hpx, ξq
˙
W~,EN p~q “ ENp~qW~,EN p~q. (30)
2.7. The special point px, ξq “ p0, 0q. In this section we briefly return to the observation
in Section 1.6 that W~,EN p~q has its global maximum at the origin px, ξq “ p0, 0q (see (16)).
As noted in Section 2.6, W~,EN p~q is an eigenfunction of an (essentially isotropic) Schro¨dinger
operator (30) on T ˚Rd. By [HZZ15, Lemma 10], the eigenspace spectral projections for the
isotropic harmonic oscillator in dimension d satisfies,
Πh,Epx, xq “ p2pihq´pd´1q
`
2E ´ |x|2˘ d2´1 ωd´1 p1`Ophqq ,
for a dimensional constant ωd. We apply this result to the eigenspace projections for (30) in
dimension 2d and find that at the point p0, 0q its diagonal value is of order ~´2d`1. We then
express this eigenspace projection in terms of an orthonormal basis for the eigenspace. As
discussed in Section 2.4, one orthonormalized term is given by 1?
dimV~,EN p~q
W~,EN p~q. Note
that dimV~,EN p~q » ~´2d`1 in dimension 2d. Due to the normalization and (16),
1a
dimV~,EN p~q
W~,EN p~qp0, 0q » ~´2d`1`d´
1
2 “ ~´d`12 .
Pointwise Weyl laws for eigenfunctions of Schro¨dinger operators show that this order of
magnitude for the sup-norm of an L2-normalized eigenfunction is the maximum possible in
the dimension 2d of T ˚Rd. It is proved in [SoZ16] that when such ‘maximal eigenfunction
growth’ occurs, and if the Schro¨dinger is real-analytic, then there must exist a point q at
which all Hamiltonian orbits with initial position q loop back to q at a fixed time and that
the first return map must preserve an L1 function on ΣEpqq. This is of course trivially true in
the case of (2), since all orbits are periodic. So there does not exist a completely geometric
explanation for the fact that the maximal order of growth is obtained at the origin.
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But there exists a simple spectral geometric explanation for the order of magnitude at the
origin: All eigenfunctions of (30) with the exception of the radial eigenfunction W~,EN p~qp0, 0q
vanish at the origin p0, 0q since they transform by non-trivial characters of Updq and p0, 0q
is a fixed point of the action. Consequently, the value of the eigenspace projection on the
diagonal at p0, 0q is the square of W~,EN p~qp0, 0q and that accounts precisely for the order of
growth.
We note some further interesting facts about the special point p0, 0q. One has the exact
formula,
W~,EN p~qp0, 0q “
ş
Rd Π~,EN p~qpv2 ,´v2qdv “ Tr τΠ~,EN p~q, (31)
where τpxq “ ´x is translation by the antipodal map of Rd. We further observe that the
Wigner distribution (27) of τΠ~,EN p~q is
WτΠ~,EN p~q,~px, ξq :“ p2pi~q´d
ż
Rd
Π~,EN p~q
´
x` v
2
,´x` v
2
¯
e´
i
~vξ
dv
p2pihqd , (32)
and
Tr τΠ~,EN p~q “ p2pi~q´d
ż
T˚Rd
Π~,EN p~q
´
x` v
2
,´x` v
2
¯
e´
i
~vξ
dvdξ
p2pihqd ,
which obviously is the same as (31).
It is well-known that asymptotically, the trace of a semi-classical Fourier integral operator
is to leading order given by the integral of its principal symbol over the fixed point set of
its canonical relation. The element τ generates a Z2 subgroup acting on T ˚Rd as px, ξq Ñ
p´x,´ξq, whose fixed point set is the origin p0, 0q. In this case, (31) gives an exact formula
of this kind.
3. Wigner distribution of the propagator: Proof of Propositions 1.2, 1.9
Let U~ptq “ e ih t pHh denote the semi-classical propagator as in (17). Then its Wigner distri-
bution is
U~pt, x, ξq “
ż
e´
i
h
2piξ¨vU~
´
t, x` v
2
, x´ v
2
¯ dv
p2pi~qd . (33)
This may be put in a concrete form using the Mehler formula for U~pt, x, yq in the position
representation [F]:
U~pt, x, yq “ e´ ih tH~px, yq “ p2pii~ sin tq´d{2 exp
´
i
~
´
|x|2`|y|2
2
cos t
sin t
´ x¨y
sin t
¯¯
, (34)
where t P R and x, y P Rd. The right hand side is singular at t “ 0. It is well-defined as a
distribution, however, with t understood as t´ i0. Indeed, since Hh has a positive spectrum
the propagator Uh is holomorphic in the lower half-plane and Uhpt, x, yq is the boundary
value of a holomorphic function in tIm t ă 0u. In Section 3.1, we prove Proposition 1.9.
We combine the result of computation in Section 3.2 with a generating function identity for
Laguerre functions to obtain the exact expression in Proposition 1.2 for the Wigner functions
W~,EN p~q for the spectral projection onto the N th eigenspace of pH~.
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3.1. Proof of Proposition 1.9. In this section, we compute the Wigner transform U~pt, x, ξq
for the propagator U~pt, x, ξq of the isotropic harmonic oscillator pH~ (see (2)). Our argument
closely follows the startegy used by Thangavelu in [T, Thm. 1.3.6]. Since pH~ is the sum of
commuting 1d oscillators, the scaling relation (20) yields
U~pt, x, yq “
dź
j“1
~´1{2Upt, xj{~1{2, yj{~1{2q (35)
where the terms U ” U1 in the product are propagators for the standard 1d oscillator at
~ “ 1. A simple change of variables in the definition of the Wigner transform
W~,Kpx, ξq “
ż
Rd
e´
i
~v¨ξ K
ˆ
x` 1
2
v, x´ 1
2
v
˙
dv
p2pi~qd
of a kernel Kpx, yq shows that if we define
Kβpx, yq :“ βd{2Kpβ1{2x, β1{2yq, x, y P Rd
then
W~,Kβpx, ξq “ W~,Kpβ1{2x, β´1{2ξq “ ~´dW1,Kpβ1{2x, ~β´1{2ξq.
Since the Wigner transform K ÞÑ W~,K preserves tensor products, the relation (35) together
with the previous line yield
U~pt, x, ξq “ ~´d
dź
j“1
U1
`
t, xj{~1{2, ξj{~1{2
˘
.
It therefore remains to compute the Wigner tranform U1pt, x, ξq for the standard 1d oscillatorpH1 with ~ “ 1. To do this, recall that the spectrum of pH1 when d “ 1 is N ` 1{2, N ě 0.
Writing hN for the corresponding L
2´normalized Hermite functions, we have
Upt, x, yq “
8ÿ
N“0
e´itpN`1{2qhNpxqhNpyq.
Writing r “ e´it, the Mehler Formula readsÿ
Ně0
e´iNthNpxqhNpyq “ 1?
pi
p1´ r2q´1{2 exp
„
´x
2 ` y2
2
1` r2
1´ r2 `
2r
1´ r2xy

. (36)
Hence, Upt, x` v{2, x´ v{2q is
r1{2
8ÿ
N“0
rNhNpx` v{2qhNpx´ v{2q “ r1{2 1?
pi
p1´ r2q´1{2 exp
„
´1` r
1´ r
v2
4
´ 1´ r
1` rx
2

.
By definition, the Wigner function U1pt, x, ξq is the Fourier transform of this expression in
the v-variable with the normalization
Fpfqpξq “
ż
R
e´ivξfpvqdv
2pi
.
Using that
Fpe´αx2qpξq “ 1
2
?
piα
e´ξ
2{4α
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we find
U1pt, x, ξq “ r
1{2
pip1` rq exp
„
´2H 1´ r
1` r

, H “ Hpx, ξq “ |x|
2 ` |ξ|2
2
.
Substituting this into (35) completes the proof of Proposition 1.9.
3.2. Proof of Proposition 1.2. Note that the Wigner function for the propagator and
spectral projectors are related by
W~,tpx, ξq “
ÿ
Ně0
rN`d{2W~,EN p~qpx, ξq, r “ e´it.
The usual generating function for associated Laguerre polynomials reads for every α ą ´1 :
8ÿ
N“0
L
pαq
N pxqe´x{2rN “ p1´ rq´α´1e´
1`r
1´r
x
2 .
Combining this with Proposition 1.9, we have
W~,tpx, ξq “
ˆ
r1{2
pi~p1` rq
˙d
e´
2H
~
1´r
1`r “ ppi~q´d
ÿ
Ně0
rN`d{2p´1qNLpd´1qN p4H{~qe´2H ,
Hence, recalling that r “ e´it and using the Fourier expansion
Wt,~px, ξq “
ÿ
Ně0
e´itEN p~q{~W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “
ÿ
Ně0
`
e´it
˘N`d{2
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq (37)
we find
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “ ppi~q´d p´1qNLpd´1qN p4H{~qe´2H{~,
as claimed.
3.3. Distribution properties of the Wigner distribution of the propagator. As
noted in the Introduction, the Wigner distribution distribution of the propagator is not
a locally L1 function, but is well-defined as a tempered distribution in the sense that the
integral
U~,f px, ξq :“
ż
R
fˆptqU~pt, x, ξqdt. (38)
is well-defined for f P SpRq. In fact, U~pt` pi, x, ξq resembles the position space propagator
(34) with y “ ξ except that its phase lacks the term ´ 2
cos t{2xx, ξy. Note that for small t
the phase of (34) is essentially x
2`y2
2t
´ 1
t
xx, yy “ |x ´ y|2{2t and that as t Ñ 0 this kernel
weakly approaches δpx´ yq. Similarly, U~pt, x, ξq Ñ δ0px, ξq as tÑ pi, the Dirac distribution
at the point p0, 0q P T ˚Rn. Indeed, at t “ pi it is the Wigner distribution of δpx ` yq,
which is
ş
Rn δpx´ v2 ` x` v2qe´ixv,ξydv “ δp2xqδpξq. Since it is a locally L1 function at times
t R piZ and is a measure when t P piZ it is a measure for all t. We may consider it as a
one-parameter family of measures of the variable r2 “ 2Hpx, ξq “ ||x||2 ` ||ξ||2 P R` with
integration measure r2d´1dr. We often fix and think of U~pt, x, ξq as a distribution in t:
f ÞÑ U~,f pHq “ 1p2pi~qd
ż
R
pcospt{2´ i0q´dfˆptqe´ 2Hi~ tanpt{2´i0q dt
2pi
, H “ ‖x‖
2 ` ‖ξ‖2
2
. (39)
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Note that this distribution is actually a smooth function away from t P tpi, 3pi, . . .u . Let us
now check that the contribution to the integral in (39) from a neighborhood of any of these
points is Op~8q provided px, ξq is not too close to p0, 0q. Since the Wigner function U~ptq is
periodic, it suffices to check this near t “ pi. To do this, for each δ ą 0 define the smooth
cut-off function χδ : RÑ r0, 1s satisfying
χδptq “
#
1, |t´ pi| ă δ
0, |t´ pi| ą 2δ .
Lemma 3.1. Uniformly over px, ξq P T ˚Rd with Hpx, ξq ą ~2, the localized versionż pi
´pi
eitE{~χδptq pfppi{2` tqU~pt, x, ξq dt
2pi
(40)
of (39) with δ “ 4pHpx, ξq{Eq1{2 is OppHpx, ξq´1{2~q8q.
Proof. The operator
D~,ρptq :“ ´ 2i~ρ cos
2pt{2qBt
satisfies
D~,ρptqe´ i~ tanpt{2qρ “ e´ i~ tanpt{2qρ.
It’s adjoint is
D˚~,ρptq :“ 2i~ρ
„
cos2pt{2qBt ` 1
2
sinptq

,
and if gptq is any function that has a pole of order k at t “ pi, then D~,ρg has a pole of order
k ´ 1 at t “ pi. Thus, integrating by parts using pD~,ρptqqd , we find that the integral in (40)
has the form
p2pi~´dq
ż pi{2
´pi{2
A~,ρptqe i~Ψρ,Eptq dt
2pi
, Ψρ,Eptq “ tE ´ tanpt{2qρ (41)
where A~,ρptq is a smooth function (including at t “ pi) and is uniformly bounded for |t| ă pi{4
and for all ~. Indeed, the smoothness of A~,ρ follows from the observation above that each
application of D~˚,ρptq increments the order of vanishing of the amplitude at t “ pi by 1. The
uniform boundedness follows from the obervation that each application of D~,ρptq contains
both an ~ (from the prefactor D~,ρptq) and an ~´1 when the time derivative is applied the
rapidly oscillating term eitE{~.
To complete the argument, note that the time derivative ´Hpx, ξq{ cos2pt{2q ` E of the
combined phase Ψ is uniformly bounded away from 0 in the interval rpi ´ δ, pi ` δs for
δ “ δpx, ξq “ 4pHpx, ξq{Eq1{2.
Hence on the support of χδ we may consider the operator
P ptq :“ ~
iBtΨptqBt, P
˚ptq “ ´~
i
ˆ
1
E ´Hpx, ξq{ cos2pt{2qBt `
Hpx, ξq{ sinpt{2q cos3pt{2q
pE ´Hpx, ξq{ cos2pt{2qq3
˙
and its adjoint. Repeated integration by parts using P ptq in (41) shows that the integral is
therefore of size OppHpx, ξq´1{2~q8q. 
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4. Interface scaling of individual eigenspace Wigner distributions: Proof
of Theorem 1.4
In this section, we study the scaling asymptotics of Wigner distributions W~N ,EN p~qpx, ξq
of individual eigenspace projections along the interface ΣE. We essentially give two proof
of Theorem 1.4, one using special facts about Laguerre functions, and the second using
semi-classical analysis.
4.1. Semi-classical proof of Theorem 1.4. We have by Proposition 1.9 that
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq :“
ż pi
´pi
A~ptq exp
„
i
~
Ψptq

dt
2pi
,
where
Aptq :“ p2pi~ cospt{2qq´d
and
Ψptq “ ΨE,Hptq “ ´2H tan
ˆ
t
2
˙
` tE. (42)
The critical point equation BtΨ “ 0 is,
cos2 pt{2q “ H{E. (43)
Hence, when H « E, we will have a degenerate critical point at t “ 0, causing Airy-like
behavior. To see this more precisely, we write as in the statement of Theorem 1.4
H “ Hpx, ξq “ E ´ u
ˆ
~
2E
˙2{3
.
Since there are no critical points of Ψptq outside |t| " ~1{3|u|1{2, we may use Lemma 3.1 and
integration by parts to write
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “
ż pi
´pi
χp~´1{3`ε |u|´1{2 tqA~ptq exp
„
i
~
Ψptq

dt
2pi
`Op~8q, (44)
where χ : RÑ r0, 1s is a smooth cut-off function that is identically 1 on r´1, 1s and vanishes
outside r´2, 2s. Taylor expansion gives
Ψpt~1{3q “ t~1{3 pE ´Hq ´ ~H
4
t3
3
`Op~5{3t5q, Apt~1{3q “ p2pi~q´d `1`Opt2~2{3q˘ .
Hence, we obtain after changing variables T “ tp~E{4q1{3 in (44)
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “
~1{3
p2pi~qdCE
ż
R
χpCE~εT |u|´1{2q cos
ˆ
Tu
E
` T
3
3
˙
dT
2pi
` Op~1´d´6ε |u|3q,
where CE “ p4{Eq1{3. We split the integral over T into two pieces:ż
R
cos
ˆ
Tu
E
` T
3
3
˙
dt
2pi
`
ż
|t|ě~´ε|u|1{2
pχp~ε |u|1{2 tq ´ 1q cos
ˆ
Tu
E
` T
3
3
˙
dt
2pi
.
The first term is precisely Aipuq. The second term is Op~8q because one can integrate by
parts repeatedly using
´
´
T 2 ` u
E
¯´1 BT cosˆTu
E
` T
3
3
˙
“ sin
ˆ
Tu
E
` T
3
3
˙
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and the similarly identity for sin to obtain an arbitrary power of T in the denominator of
the integrand. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.4. ˝
4.2. Laguerre proof of Theorem 1.4 and Proposition 1.7. In this section, we prove
(12) by appealing to the following uniform Airy asymptotics of Laguerre functions.
Proposition 4.1. [Frenzen and Wong, [FW] Section 5 (5.12)] Fix b ď s ă 8, where
0 ă b ă 1 is fixed. For each n ě, α ě 0, write
ν “ 4n` 2α ` 2.
We have
p´1qn2αe´νs{2Lαnpνsq “ Aipν2{3B2psqqα0psq ` ε1ps, νq, (45)
where
Bpsq “
$&% ip3βpsq{2q
1{3, s P p0, 1s;
p3γpsq{2q1{3, s P r1,8q.
(46)
and
βpsq “ 1
2
rcos´1?s´?s´ s2s,
γpsq “ 1
2
r?s2 ´ s´ cosh´1?ss.
(47)
We have
α0psq “
$&%sp1´αq{2
?
2|Bpsq|
p1´sq1{4s3{4 , 0 ă s ă 1
sp1´αq{2
?
2Bpsq
ps´1q1{4s3{4 , s ě 1
. (48)
The error term ε1ps, νq satisfies
ε1ps, νq ď Cpν´5{3
∣∣∣rβ1psq∣∣∣ ∣∣∣ĂAi1pν2{3B2psqq∣∣∣ , (49)
where ĂAipzq “ #Aipzq if z ě 0rAipzq2 ` Bipzq2s1{2 if z ă 0.
ĂAi1pzq “ #Ai1pzq if z ě 0rAi1pzq2 ` Bi1pzq2s1{2 if z ă 0.
and finally rβ1psq is a continuous function of s that is uniformly bounded on any compact
subset of s ą 0.
Let us first recall the notation. We fix E ą 0 and define for each N, d ě 1
~ “ ~pE,Nq “ E
N ` d{2 .
With this notation, E belongs to the spectrum of the harmonic oscillator with ~pE,Nq and
any N. Thus, W~,EN p~N q, which we abbreviate W~,E is the Wigner function for the projection
onto the eigenspace of energy E, and we seek to study its scaling asymptotics around the
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energy surface ΣE “
 px, ξq P T ˚Rd | |x|2 ` |ξ|2 “ 2E( . To do this, recall from Proposition
1.2 that
W~,Npx, ξq “ 1ppi~qd p´1q
NL
pd´1q
N p4H{~qe´2H{~, H “ Hpx, ξq “
|x|2 ` |ξ|2
2
.
Note that the parameter ν from Proposition 4.1 corresponding to this Laguerre function is
ν “ 4N ` 2pd´ 1q ` 2 “ 4E
~
“ 2
~E
,
where we’ve introduced
~E :“ ~
2E
.
Consider px, ξq P T ˚Rd with
Hpx, ξq “ |x|
2 ` |ξ|2
2
“ E ´ u~2{3E .
We find
W~,Npx, pq “ 2p2pi~qd p´1q
N2d´1Lpd´1qN pνsqeνs{2, ν “
2
~E
, s “ H
E
.
Proposition 4.1 therefore yields
W~,Npx, ξq “ 2p2pi~qd
“
ν´1{3 Aipν2{3B2psqqα0psq ` ε1pν, sq
‰
. (50)
To simply this expansion, we need the following estimates, obtained by direct Taylor expan-
sion of the definitions (47) and (48),
B2p1` tq “ 2´2{3tp1`Optqq, α0p1` tq “ 21{3p1`Optqq. (51)
These estimates yield
ν2{3B2 psq “
ˆ
2
~E
˙2{3
B2p1` pu{Eq~2{3E q “
u
E
`O
´
|u|2 ~2{3E
¯
. (52)
Hence, using that β1 is continuous and that as uÑ ´8
sup
uă0
∣∣∣ĂAi1pu{Eq∣∣∣
p1` |u|q1{4 ă 8, (53)
we find that for u ă 0
|ε1pν, sq| “ O
´
~5{3E ĂAi1 ´u{E `O ´|u|2 ~2{3E ¯¯¯ “ O ´~5{3E p1` |u|q1{4¯ , (54)
with the implied constants being uniform when u2~2{3E ranges over a compact set. Similarly,
using that
sup
uą0
∣∣∣ĂAi1pu{Eq∣∣∣ { |Aipu{Eq|
p1` |u|q1{2 ă 8, (55)
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we find that with s “ 1` pu{Eq~2{3E and u ą 0
|ε1pν, sq| “ Ai
`
ν2{3B2psq˘ ¨O ´~5{3E p1` |u|q1{2¯ , (56)
again with the implied constant uniform when u2~2{3E ranges over a compact set. The esti-
mates (51) also yield
ν´1{3 Aipν2{3B2psqqα0psq “ ~1{3E Ai
´
~´2{3E B
2 psq
¯ `
1`O `ps´ 1q2{3˘˘ . (57)
Using (52) and the estimates (53) and (55), we therefore find
ν´1{3 Aipν2{3B2psqqα0psq “ ~1{3E
”
Aipu{Eq `Opp1` |u|q1{4 |u| ~2{3E q
ı
when u ă 0 and
ν´1{3 Aipν2{3B2psqqα0psq “ ~1{3E Aipu{Eq
”
1`Opp1` |u|q3{2u~2{3E q
ı
when u ą 0. Putting these estimates together with the error estimtes (54) and (56) above
completes the proof of Theorem 1.4. In fact, (50) together with (49) yield the following more
precise result.
Moreover, for Hpx, ξq ě E, we have the more refined estimate
Theorem 4.2.
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq »
2ν1{3
p2pi~qd Aipν
2{3pB2pH{Eqqqα0pH{Eq p1`Op~qq , ν “ ~{4ENp~q. (58)
4.3. Exterior exponential decay: Proof of Proposition 1.7. The exponential decay
in the exterior of ΣE stated in Propostion 1.7 follows from Theorem 4.2 and from the case
s ě 1 of Proposition 4.1.
Proof. We continue to write ENp~q “ E, and
HE “ Hpx, ξq
E
ą 1, ν “ 4E{~.
Using the Airy asymptotics on the positive real axis in (75), we find as ~ Ñ 0, up to a
multiplicative 1`Op~q factor, that
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “
2
p2pi~qdν
´1{3 Aipν2{3B2pHEqqα0pHEq (59)
» ν
´1{3 `ν2{3B2pHEq˘´1{4 α0pHEq
4pi3{2p2pi~qd e
´ 2
3pνB3pHEqq.
By (46) and by (47), we have
BpHEq3 “ 3
4
„b
H2E ´HE ´ cosh´1
a
HE

.
Also, by (48), α0pHEq is decreasing as HE grows, and BpHEq is bounded by a constant times
HE when HE ą 1. It follows that there exists a constant C1 ą 0 so that
|W~,EN p~qpx, ξq| ď C1~´d`
1
2 e´
2E
~ r
?
H2E´HE´cosh´1
?
HEs, HE ą 1.
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Finally, as HE Ñ 8,b
H2E ´HE ´ cosh´1
a
HE “ HE
`
1`OpH´1E logpHEqq
˘
.
Hence, for HE sufficiently large,
|W~,EN p~qpx, ξq| ď C1~´d`
1
2 e´
2H
~ .

4.4. Bessel and Cosine Asymptotics: Laguerre proof of Proposition 1.5. As
before, we fix E ą 0 and set
E “ ENp~q “ ~pN ` d{2q. (60)
We seek to study the behavior of W~,EN p~qpx, ξq inside the energy surface but not at the
origin, i.e. under the constraint
0 ă HE “ |x|
2 ` |ξ|2
2E
ă 1.
To do this, we begin with the exact formula
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “
p´1qN
ppi~qd e
´νHE{2Lpd´1qN pνHEq, ν “
4E
~
. (61)
Note that the degree N of the Laguerre function grows like ~´1 under the constraint (60).
We will use the following expansion.
Proposition 4.3. [Frenzen and Wong, [FW] Section 5 (5.12)] Fix an integer p ě 1 let
0 ď t ă 1. For each n ě, α ě 0, write
ν “ 4n` 2α ` 2.
We have
2αe´νt{2Lαnpνtq “ JαpνAptqqAptqα α0ptq ` ε1pt, νq, (62)
where
Aptq “ 1
2
´
sin´1p?tq ` ?t´ t2
¯
(63)
and
α0ptq “
ˆ
Aptq?
t
˙α`1 ˆ
t
1´ t
˙1{4
pAptqq´1{2. (64)
The error term ε1ps, νq satisfies for each 0 ď a ă 1
sup
0ďtăa
|ε1pt, νq| ď Caν´1 |Jα`1pνAptqq|
Aptqα`1 (65)
Let α “ d ´ 1 and ν “ 4n ` 2α ` 2 “ 4E{~ and let 0 ă a ă 1. The Bessel expansion in
the previous Proposition combined with (61) yields:
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “ p´1qN
2
p2pi~qd
„
Jd´1pνApHEqq
ApHEqd´1 α0pHEq `O
ˆ
ν´1
∣∣∣∣JdpνApHEqqApHEqd
∣∣∣∣˙ ,
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where the implied error term is uniform uniform over HE ď a. Using the definition (64) of
α0, we find
α0pHEq
ApHEqd´1 “
ApHEq1{2
H
d{2
E
ˆ
HE
1´HE
˙1{4
.
Combining this with the standard Bessel asymptotics
Jkptq „
a
2{ppitq cospt´ pi
2
pk ` 1{2qq `1`Opt´1q˘ , as tÑ 8,
we obtain
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “ p´1qN
2H
d{2´1{4
E
p1´HEq1{4p2pi~qd
ˆ
~
2piE
˙1{2
cos
´
νApHEq ´ pi
2
pd´ 1{2q
¯
`O `~´d`3{2˘ ,
where the implied constant is uniform when HE ranges over compact subsets of p0, 1q. To
complete the proof, note that since E “ ~pN ` d{2q and HE “ H{E, we have
νApHEq ´ pi
2
pd´ 1{2q “ 2E
~
´
pHE ´H2Eq1{2 ` sin´1pH1{2E q
¯
´ pi
2
pd´ 1{2q
“ 2E
~
´
HEpH´1E ´ 1q1{2 `
pi
2
´ cos´1
´
H
1{2
E
¯¯
´ pi
2
pd´ 1{2q
“ Npi ` pi
4
` 2H
~
pHE ´ 1q1{2 ´ 2E~ cos
´1
´
H
1{2
E
¯
.
Thus, we obtain
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “
2H
´d{2
E
pH´1E ´ 1q1{4p2pi~qd
ˆ
~
2piE
˙1{2
cos pξ~,E,Hq ` O
`
~´d`3{2
˘
,
where
ξ~,E,H “ pi
4
` 2H
~
pH´1E ´ 1q1{2 ´
2E
~
cos´1
´
H
1{2
E
¯
.
This completes the proof of Proposition 1.5. ˝
4.5. Semiclassical Proof of (14). In this section, we give a separate semiclassical proof of
(14). To do this, we express WU~ptqpρq from 3.3 in the WKB form,
WU~ptqpρq “ U~pt, x, ξq “ A~ptq exp
ˆ
i
~
Ψpt, ρq
˙
,
where
A~ptq “ p2pi~ cospt{2qq´d , Ψpt, ρq “ ´2HE tanpt{2q ` tE
and
HE “ Hpx, ξq
E
“ ‖x‖
2 ` ‖ξ‖2
2E
as before. The Fourier expansion (37) and Proposition 1.9 therefore allow us to write
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “
ż pi
´pi
A~ptq exp
„
i
~
ΨH,Eptq

dt
2pi
. (66)
Fix ε P p0, 1{2q. We will show that the relation (14) holds uniformly for px, ξq satisfying
ε ă HE ă p1´ εqE.
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To do this, note that there exists δ “ δpεq ą 0 so that
t P r´pi, ´pi ` δs Y rpi ´ δ, pis ñ cos2pt{2q ă 1´ ε.
For this delta, fix a smooth cut-off function χ : r´pi, pis Ñ r0, 1s so that
χptq “
#
1, t P r´pi ` δ{2, pi ´ δ{2s
0, t R r´pi ` δ{4, pi ´ δ{4s .
Using Lemma 3.1 and (66), we have
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “
ż pi
´pi
χptqA~ptq exp
„
i
~
ΨH,Eptq

dt
2pi
`Op~8q. (67)
The critical point equation
BtΨρ,E “ 0 ðñ cos2pt{2q “ HE
has four solutions
t˘ “ ˘2 cos´1
´
H
1{2
E
¯
, T˘ “ ˘2 cos´1
´
´H1{2E
¯
.
However, only t˘{2 lie in the interval r´pi{2, pi{2s over which we are integrating. By con-
struction, t˘ lie in the interval where χ is identically equal to 1. A simple computation
shows
Ψρ,Ept˘q “ 2
ˆ
¯H
b
H´1E ´ 1`
t˘
2
E
˙
, BttΨρ,Ept˘q “ ¯E
c
E
H
´ 1,
verifying that these critical points are non-degenerate when H ă E. We may therefore apply
the method of stationary phase (Lemma 5.1) to the integral (67). Before writing the formula,
note that
e
ipi
4
sgnpBttΨpt`qq` i~Ψpt`qA~pt`q “ e ipi4 sgnpBttΨpt´qq` i~Ψpt´qA~pt´q
are complex conjugates. Thus, we may take real parts in the stationary phase expansion to
write W~,EN p~qpx, ξq as an overall prefactor
p2pi~q´d`1{2PE,H , PE,H :“
˜
piE1{2
ˆ
E
H
´ 1
˙1{4 ˆ
H
E
˙d{2¸´1
times the contribution from t˘ :
cos
«
´pi
4
` 2E
~
˜
´H
E
ˆ
E
H
´ 1
˙1{2
` t`
2
¸ff
plus an Op~q error. Stationary phase asymptotics of Lemma 5.1 complete the proof. ˝
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4.6. Proof of Proposition 1.6. Fix ε ą 0 and a symbol apx, ξq P C8pT ˚Rdq. We wish to
show that for ε ą 0 sufficiently smallż
T˚Rd
apx, ξqW~,EN p~qpx, ξqψε,~px, ξqdxdξ “ Op~
1´d
2
´2dε ‖a‖L8pB0p~1{2´εqqq, (68)
where ψε,~ is a smooth radial cut-off that is identically 1 on the ball of radius ~1{2´ε and is
identically 0 outside the ball of radius 2~1{2´ε.
Proof. The Laguerre formula from Proposition 1.2 shows that the above integral, in polar
coordinates px, ξq ÞÑ pr, ωq, isż
R2d
„p´1qN
pid
L
pd´1q
N p2r2qe´r2
 „
ψε,~p~´1{2rq
ż
Sd´1
ap~´1{2rωqdω

r2d´1dr, r2 “ ‖x‖2`‖ξ‖2 .
Applying Cauchy-Schwarz, shows that the absolute value of this expression is bounded above
by a constant timesˆż 8
0
∣∣∣Lpd´1qN p2r2qe´r2∣∣∣2 r2d´1dr˙1{2 ~´d ‖χ~a‖L2pT˚Rdq . (69)
The integral on the left can be computed exactly using the usual orthogonality relations for
Laguerre functions. Indeed, up to a constant we depending only on d, we findż 8
0
∣∣∣Lpd´1qN p2r2qe´r2∣∣∣2 r2d´1dr » ż 8
0
∣∣∣Lpd´1qN pηq∣∣∣2 e´ηηd´1dη “ pN ` d´ 1q!N ! » Nd´1 » ~´d`1.
On the other hand,
~´d ‖ψε,~a‖L2pT˚Rdq “ O
´
‖a‖L8pB0p~1{2´εq ~´2dε
¯
,
where B0p~1{2´εq is the ball of radius 2~1{2´ε centered at p0, 0q P T ˚Rd. Thus, using (69), we
find that ż
T˚Rd
apx, ξqW~,EN p~qpx, ξqψε,~px, ξqdxdξ “ Op~
1´d
2
´2dε ‖a‖L8pB0p~1{2´εqqq,
confirming (15). 
4.7. Proof of Proposition 1.3. We now use the semi-classical asymptotics of Section 4.5
to prove Proposition 1.3.
Proof. In view of Proposition 1.6, it suffices to studyż
T˚Rd
p1´ ψ~,εpx, ξqqapx, ξqW~,EN p~qpx, ξqdxdξ, (70)
where we recall that ψε,~ is a smooth radial cut-off that is identically 1 on the ball of radius
~1{2´ε and is identically 0 outside the ball of radius 2~1{2´ε. Note that by the exponential
decay of W~,Epx, ξq on tHpx, ξq ą Eu (see e.g. Proposition 1.7), we may and shall assume
that the integrand is compactly supported in the px, ξq up to Op~8q errors. To study (70),
we use (66) to rewrite it modulo a term of size Op~8q as follows:ż
T˚Rd
ż pi
´pi
χδptqp1´ ψε,~px, ξqqA~ptq exp
„
i
~
Ψptq

apx, ξqdxdξdt
2pi
, (71)
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where Ψ is defined by (42) and χδ is defined as in Lemma 3.1. The critical point equation,
dx,ξ,tΨρ,E “ 0 becomes
tanpt{2qdx,ξHEpx, ξq “ 0, cos2
ˆ
t
2
˙
“ HE.
The solutions are tt “ 0, HE “ 1u or tpx, ξq “ 0, t “ piu, but by construction the second
solution is not in the support of 1 ´ ψε,~. The solution HEpx, ξq “ 1, t “ 0 corresponds to
tt “ 0u “ t0u ˆ ΣE and thus gives a non-degenerate critical manifold of dimension 2d ´ 1
in a parameter space of dimension 2d. The phase vanishes on the critical point set and a
simple computation shows that the normal Hessian of the phase in the radial variable r on
T ˚Rd and t is
ˆ
0 ´1
´1 0
˙
. The derivatives of the amplitude are dominated by the ~´1{2`ε
sized derivatives of ψε,~. The leading order term from stationary phase is
~´dCd~
ż
Σ
adµL » Cd~´d`1
ż
Σ
adµL
for a dimensional constant Cd, and the next term is on the order of ~´d`1`2ε “ op~´d`1q, as
desired. 
4.8. Indirect proof of Proposition 1.3. We can give a ‘softer’ proof using the eigenvalue
equation satisfied by W~,EN p~q.
Proof. From (25) and (26)(i) we have the trace identity
1
dimV~,EN p~q
TrOpwh paqΠ~,EN p~q “
1
dimV~,EN p~q
ż
T˚Rd
apx, ξqW~,EN p~qpx, ξqdxdξ.
Since
|TrOpwh paqΠ~,EN p~q| ď ||Opwpaq||L2ÑL2 TrΠ~,EN p~q,
it follows that the normalized traces form a bounded family of linear functionals on the space
Ψ0pRdq of zeroth order Weyl pseudo-differential operators. We refer to [Sh, Section 24] for
background on norms of operators and norms of symbols (e.g. [Sh, Problem 24.8]).
Assume thatENp~q Ñ E. It follows from the exponential decay bounds that t 1dimV~,EN p~qW~,EN p~qu
is a tight sequence of signed measures of bounded mass (i.e. L1-norm) on R2n. Let ν be any
limit measure.
It follows that
ENp~q
ş
T˚Rd apx, ξqW~,EN p~qpx, ξqdxdξ
“ ş
T˚Rd apx, ξq
´
´~2
4
p∆ξ `∆xq ` p||x||2 ` ||ξ||2q
¯
W~,EN p~qpx, ξqdxdξ
“ ş
T˚Rd apx, ξq pp||x||2 ` ||ξ||2qqW~,EN p~qpx, ξqdxdξ
` ş
T˚Rd
´
r´~2
4
p∆ξ `∆xqsapx, ξq
¯
W~,EN p~qpx, ξqdxdˆ
“ ş
T˚Rd apx, ξq pp||x||2 ` ||ξ||2qqW~,EN p~qpx, ξqdxdξ `Op~2q,
(72)
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hence,
1
dimV~,EN p~q
ż
T˚Rd
apx, ξq `p||x||2 ` ||ξ||2 ´ ENp~qq˘W~,EN p~qpx, ξqdxdξ “ Op~2q. (73)
Let rapρq “ ştH“ρu apρωqdSpωq be the normalized spherical means of a with respect to
Lebesgue measure on R2d. Also, let W~,EN p~qpρq “ W~,EN p~qpx, ξq be the radial expression for
the Wigner distribution. Then, (73) becomes,
1
dimV~,EN p~q
ż 8
0
rapρq pρ´ ENp~qqqW~,EN p~qpρqρd´1dρ “ Op~2q. (74)
Taking the limit ~Ñ 0, ENp~q Ñ E and using (73)-(74), the weak* limit measure satisfiesż 8
0
a˜pρqpρ´ Eqdν “ 0.
It follows that dν is supported on ΣE and since it is a measure it is a constant multiple of
δΣE . The constant is fixed by (25).

5. Appendix
5.1. Appendix on the Airy function. The Airy function is defined by,
Aipzq “ 1
2pii
ż
L
ev
3{3´zvdv,
where L is any contour that beings at a point at infinity in the sector ´pi{2 ď argpvq ď ´pi{6
and ends at infinity in the sector pi{6 ď argpvq ď pi{2. In the region | arg z| ď p1 ´ δqpi in
C´tR´u write v “ z
1
2 ` it12 on the upper half of L and v “ z 12 ´ it12 in the lower half. Then
Aipzq “ Ψpzqe´ 23 z3{2 , with Ψpzq „ z´1{4
8ÿ
j“0
ajz
´3j{2, a0 “ 1
4
pi´3{2. (75)
5.2. Appendix on Laguerre functions . The Laguerre polynomials Lαk pxq of degree k
and of type α on r0,8q are defined by
e´xxαLαk pxq “ 1k!
dk
dxk
pe´xxk`αq. (76)
They are solutions of the Laguerre equation(s),
xy2 ` pα ` 1´ xqypxq1 ` kypxq “ 0.
For fixed α they are orthogonal polyomials of L2pR`, e´xxαdxq. An othonormal basis is
given by
Lαk pxq “
ˆ
Γpk ` 1q
Γpk ` α ` 1q
˙1
2
Lαk pxq.
We will have occasion to use the following generating function:
8ÿ
k“0
Lαk pxqwk “ p1´ wq´α´1e´
w
1´wx
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The most useful integral representation for the Laguerre functions is
e´x{2Lpαqn pxq “ p´1qn
¿
e´
x
2
¨ 1´z
1`z
zn p1` zqα`1
dz
2piiz
, (77)
where the contour encircles the origin once counterclockwise. Equivalently,
e´x{2Lpαqn pxq “ p´1q
n
2α
1
2pii
ż 1`
e´xz{2
ˆ
1` z
1´ z
˙ν{4
p1´ z2qα´12 dz (78)
where ν “ 4n` α` 2 and the contour encircles z “ 1 in the positive direction and closes at
Re z “ 8, |Im z| “ constant. In (5.9) of [FW] the Laguerre functions are represented as the
oscillatory integrals,
e´νt{2Lαnpνtq “ p´1q
n
2α
1
2pii
ż
L
r1´ z2puqsα´12 exptν
ˆ
u3
3
´B2ptqu
˙
udu, (79)
where ν “ 4n ` 2α ` 2 and Bptq is given by (46) (cf (5.5) of [FW]) and and L is a branch
of the hyperbolic curve in the right half plane.
5.3. Stationary Phase Expansion. We recall here the following simple version of the
stationary expansion, which we use in several proofs.
Lemma 5.1 ([Hor] Theorem 7.7.5). Suppose a, S P SpRq and S is a complex-valued phase
function such that ImS|Supp paq ě 0 with a unique non-degenerate critical point at t0 P
Supp paq satisfying ImSpt0q “ 0. Then,
Iphq “
ż
R
eiSpxq{hapxqdx “ eipi4 sgnS2p0q
ˆ
2pih
|S2pt0q|
˙1{2
rapt0q `Ophqs , (80)
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